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for ( t = 0 ; t< TT ; t++ ) {
for ( i1 = 0 ; i1< NN ; i1++ ) {
for ( i2 = 1 ; i2< NN ; i2++ ) {
S0(t,i1,i2) : X[i1][i2] = X[i1][i2]− X[i1][i2−1]∗A[i1][i2]/B[i1][i2−1];
S1(t,i1,i2) : B[i1][i2] = B[i1][i2]− A[i1][i2]∗A[i1][i2]/B[i1][i2−1];
}
}
for ( i1 = 1 ; i1< NN ; i1++ ) {
for ( i2 = 0 ; i2< NN ; i2++ ) {
S2(t,i1,i2) : X[i1][i2] = X[i1][i2]− X[i1−1][i2]∗A[i1][i2]/B[i1−1][i2];
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f o r ( t = 0 ; t< TT ; t++ ) {
f o r ( i 1 = 0 ; i 1< NN ; i 1++ ) {
f o r ( i 2 = 1 ; i 2< NN ; i 2++ ) {
S0( t , i 1 , i 2 ) : X [ i 1 ] [ i 2 ] = X [ i 1 ] [ i 2 ]− X [ i 1 ] [ i 2−1]∗A [ i 1 ] [ i 2 ] / B [ i 1 ] [ i 2−1 ] ;
S1( t , i 1 , i 2 ) : B [ i 1 ] [ i 2 ] = B [ i 1 ] [ i 2 ]− A [ i 1 ] [ i 2 ]∗A [ i 1 ] [ i 2 ] / B [ i 1 ] [ i 2−1 ] ;
}
}
f o r ( i 1 = 1 ; i 1< NN ; i 1++ ) {
f o r ( i 2 = 0 ; i 2< NN ; i 2++ ) {
S2( t , i 1 , i 2 ) : X [ i 1 ] [ i 2 ] = X [ i 1 ] [ i 2 ]− X [ i 1−1 ] [ i 2 ]∗A [ i 1 ] [ i 2 ] / B [ i 1−1 ] [ i 2 ] ;





Figure 3.1: This is just some random shit
One of the primary motivations for using the polyhedral model is to avoid a classic restriction of
ASTs with respect to program transformations namely the phase ordering restriction [GVB+06].
In particular, multiple AST transformations are typicaly performed as ordered sequences of
individual transformation steps each one relying on syntactic pattern-matching analysis. The
ordering of these steps becomes an important concern if we consider their impact on the size and
complexity of the AST. However, if we use a mathematical representation like the polyhedral
model, this concern goes away snce we can represent/compose arbitrary sequences of trans-
formations as a single aﬃne transformation that can be applied in a single step. Furthermore,
with a polyhedral representation we are able to capture al the runtime instances of statements
as wel as precise memory access information which is a property that admits to powerful and
robust analysis engines.
FS0= (t+i1 +i2, t+i1, t+i2,0)
FS1= (t+i1 +i2, t+i1, t+i2,0)
FS2= (t+i1 +i2, t+i1, t+i2 + 1,1)
FS3= (t+i1 +i2, t+i1, t+i2 + 1,1)
(a)Originalprogram
(b)Aﬃnefunctions
for ( c1=1 ; c1<=2∗NN+TT−3 ; c1++ ) {




par for ( c2=max(1,c1−NN+1) ; c2<=min(c1−1,NN+TT−2) ; c2++ ) {



















if ( c1<= NN+TT−2 ) {



















































This set of aﬃne inequalities can be used to construct the execution domain
DS0 ofS0shown in Figure 2.2c. Notice that the disjunctive conditional sur-roundingS0results in a concaveZ-Polyhedron which is typicaly implemented
as a linked list of 2D integer matrices where each matrix represents a convex
Z-Polyhedron according to (2.1) and the entire domain is a disjunction of such
polyhedra (linked list)2.
f o r ( i = 0 ; i< N ; i++ )
f o r ( j = 5 ; j< N−5 ; j++ )
i f ( i>= 5 | | j<= 10 )
S0( i , j )
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 2.2: This example shows a syntactic form of a loop-nest (a), a ﬁnite set of
aﬃne inequalities corresponding to that loop-nest (b), and the actual polyhedral
representation (c).
2Of course these implementation details are not exposed to the user by the RosePoly API
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f o r ( i = 0 ; i< N ; i++ ) {
f o r ( j = 0 ; j< N ; j++ ) {
S0 : . . . = A [ i ] [ j ] ;




(b) Read access (c) Write access
Figure 2.5: Example showing how array access functions are handled by the
polyhedral model
matrices. This representation alows us to perform precise dependence analysis
(see Section 2.4), temporal/spatial locality optimizations as wel as scratchpad
memory management (and other forms of software managed memories). To the
best of our knowledge, this representation can only support multi-dimensional
array references of basic data types (e.g. integers, ﬂoats etc.) [8]. Note that
scalar variables can folow this deﬁnition if we think of them as arrays with zero
dimensionality.
2.4 Polyhedral Dependencies
A vital part of the polyhedral representation of a scop is a setEof polyhedral
dependence edgese∈E. Polyhedral dependencies are vital because they are the
main driving force of a polyhedral analysis engine. Their main diﬀerence from
conventional dependences is their ability to capture dependence edges between
run-time instances of statements thus giving us precise dependence information.
A polyhedral dependencee∈Eis characterized by a dependence polyhedron
Peconsisted of the source and destination execution domains along with an
aﬃne transformation that maps each destination (consuming) instance to the
corresponding source instance. Figure 2.6 shows an example of a dependence
polyhedron representing the true dependence betweenS0andS1of Figure 2.5.
2.5 Basic Polyhedral Compilation Flow
The typical polyhedral compilation ﬂow consists of three main stages. The
ﬁrst stage (front-end) is responsible for extracting the polyhedral model from a
syntactic representation of the program. The second stage analyses the program
and derives a new execution order through aﬃne transformations (i.e. schedules)
as described in Section 2.2. Finaly, the last stage (back-end) converts the
polyhedral model back to a syntactic tree or directly into the target source
code. Figure 2.7 depicts a generic polyhedral compilation ﬂow.
There are two kinds of ways a program can enter the polyhedral compilation
ﬂow. The user can annotate computation kernels or the entire program could
be analysed be the front-end in order to detect maximal program parts that
8
1 0 0 0




























































(a) Dependence polyhedron (b) Dependence edges (i−1, j−1)→ (i, j)
Figure 2.6: This example shows how the true dependence between Π00and Π10
of Figure 2.5 is represented in the polyhedral model
Figure 2.7: Basic polyhedral compilation ﬂow.
satisfy the polyhedral model restrictions. In both cases one needs to evaluate a
syntax tree against these restrictions before proceeding to the model extraction
phase.
Currently there are two diﬀerent ﬂavours of polyhedral analysis found in the
literature. According to the ﬁrst approach (fuly-automatic) one tries to ﬁnd an
optimal set of aﬃne transformations out of al the legal ones [9, 7, 4] whereas
the second approach (semi-automatic) applies individual loop transformations
(e.g. loop interchange, loop skewing etc.) and validates the result against the
polyhedral dependencies of the program [11, 18]. Figure 3.1 depicts how this
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Cpe·y≥0, where y =[
ScheduleCoeﬃcients
a1 ···an c] (4.6)
Cce·y≥0, where y =[
CostCoeﬃcients

































∀i,Hi⊥S ·hnewS ≥0 ∧
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8: Cglobal← legality-of-tiling(E) Appendpermutabilityconstraints
9: Cglobal← Communication(E) Appendcommunicationboundingconstraints































Figure 1: Schedule (a) isΦ(xS0) = (j, i)and results in a pipeline paralel loop nest while schedule (b) isΦ(xS0) = (i, j)and results in one fuly paralel loop.
Algorithm 2Coeﬃcient ordering algorithm
1: LetN be the total number of statements in the source
program
2:for alStatementsSi, 0≤i < Ndo
3: LetVSia bit vector with sizemSiinitialized to�04: for ale∈Es.t.Sdest=Sido
5: ifHe=truethen
6: VSi=VSiORVe7: end if
8: end for




fore, Algorithm 2 wil give usVS0= [1,0] and as a result wewil putaSj in the leading minimization position.
By applying this technique we can choose fuly paralel de-
grees of paralelism instead of pipeline ones. However, as
we already mentioned this might not be the best strategy
depending on problem sizes and locality along a wavefront.
A wavefront for statementSon anm-dimensional loop nest
can be represented by the folowing hyperplane :
ΦwaveS(�xS) =
m� �� ��1 1 . . .1�·�xS (8)
We can measure the volume of temporal locality within a
wavefront by counting the Read-after-Read (input) depen-
dences that satisfy the folowing condition :
ΦwaveSdest( �xSdest) = ΦwaveSsrc(�xSsrc) (9)
We can then deﬁne empirical thresholds for the structure pa-
rameters and the temporal reuse along a wavefront to decide
whether pipeline paralelism would be better for a particu-
lar hardware architecture or not. Deriving these empirical
thresholds for diﬀerent architectures requires experimental
investigation that could be subject for future research.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we showed that a widely used polyhedral schedul-
ing algorithm for automatic paralelization [4] [3] can some-
times be sensitive to the layout of the global constraint ma-
trix that we use to obtain our solutions. To overcome this
ambiguity we propose an empirical methodology based on
the direction of each dependence vector that tries to ﬁnd
the right order for the unknown transformation coeﬃcients.
The right order assumes that a fuly paralel degree of paral-
lelism is usualy better than a pipeline/wavefront one. How-
ever, we showed that the volume of temporal reuse along
a wavefront can be calculated enabling us to derive empir-
ical machine-dependent thresholds to make a more precise
decision.
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Figure 4.1: A horizontal UML view of the 3-Layer interface of RosePoly
Figure 4.2: A vertical perspective of the 3-Layer interface of RosePoly. Addi-
tional user modules can be added to the ﬁrst layer.
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Figure 4.1: A horizontal UML view of the 3-Layer interface of RosePoly
Figure 4.2: A vertical perspective of the 3-Layer interface of RosePoly. Addi-
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for ( c0 = 0 ; c0<= T−1 ; c0++ ) {
for ( c1 = c0 ; c1<= c0 ; c1++ ) { // OTL




for ( c1 = c0+1 ; c1<= c0+N−1 ; c1++ ) {
for ( c2 = c0+1 ; c2<= c0+N−1 ; c2++ ) {
S3; S4; S5; S6;
}





if ( c0>= 0 && c0 <= T−1 ) {
if ( c1>= c0 && c1 <= c0 ) { // OTL




if ( c1>= c0+1 && c1 <= c0+N−1 ) {
if ( c2>= c0+1 && c2 <= c0+N−1 ) {
S3; S4; S5; S6;
}






for ( w = 0 ; w<= T0+T1+T2−3 ; w++ ) {
// Wavefront conditions
if ( c0>= 0 && c0 >= w−T1−T2+2 && c0 <= w && c0 <= T0−1 ) {
if ( c1>= 0 && c1 >= w−c0−T2+1 && c1 <= T1−1 && c1<= w−c0 ) {
// Recover global coordinates
c0 += t0; c1 += t1;
c2 = t2 + (w−c0−c1);
// Compute kernel
if ( c0>= 0 && c0 <= T−1 ) {
if ( c1>= c0 && c1 <= c0 ) { // OTL




if ( c1>= c0+1 && c1 <= c0+N−1 ) {
if ( c2>= c0+1 && c2 <= c0+N−1 ) {
S3; S4; S5; S6;
}














for( t=0; t<T; t++ ) {
for( i=2; i<N−1; i++ )
for( j=2; j<N−1; j++ )
S1(t,i,j);
for( i=2; i<N−1; i++ )
for( j=2; j<N−1; j++ )
S2(t,i,j);
}
for( t=0; i<T; t++ ) {
for( j=2t+2; j<2t+N−1; j++ )
S1(t,2,j−2t);
for( i=2t+3; i<2t+N−1; i++ ) {
S1(t,i−2t,2);






for( j=2t+3; j<2t+N; j++ )
S2(t,N−2,j−2t−1);
}
for( t=0; t<N; t++ ) {
for( i=2t+2; i<2t+N−2; i++ )
for( j=2t+2; j<2t+N−2; j++ )
S1(t,i−2t,j−2t);
for( i=2t+3; i<2t+N−1; i++ )














































































































































































































































Fig. 4.Mechanism for adding nbuﬀersBi:i∈[1.n] to a buﬀer-bucketBB which is
subsequently used for the kernel invocation. Note that the device code speciﬁed by the










kerneln−1wil use the bestn−1 buﬀers according to their rank, etc. In other
words, buﬀers are added incrementaly according to their rank and if the addition
of buﬀerBi:i∈[1.n] results in exceedingLwthen al subsequent additions wil
fail and the kernel usingi−1 buﬀers – indicated by the Kernel(i−1) descriptor
– wil be invoked. The ranking of the candidate local memory buﬀers is based
on temporal-reuse, group-reuse and self-spatial reuse.
Each buﬀer entry contains the total size of the respective buﬀer and a set of
parameters that are transfered to read-only constant memory and then used by
pre-deﬁned data-movement procedures to move data in and out of the buﬀers.
More details on this wil be discussed in Section 5.2.
5.1 Buﬀer Deﬁnition
LetFibe the multi-dimensional access function of arrayi, ignoring any constant
terms. Furthermore, letCtibe a set of integers denoting the absolute distancebetween the maximum and the minimum constant terms across al textual refer-
ences to arrayifor each dimension. We deﬁne buﬀerBiofito be the rectangular
bounding box ofFienlarged by the elements ofCtialong each dimension, andcharacterized by two sets of symbolic expressions namely thefootprint origins
Oi(t,T) and thefootprint extentsEi(T), wheretandTdenote the vectors of



















































f o r( x0 = 0 ; x0<T ; x0++ )
f o r( x1=x0 + 1 ; x1<x0+N−2; x1++ )
f o r( x2=x0+x1 + 1 ; x2<x0+x1+N−2; x2++ )
A[ x1−x0 ] [ x2−x1−x0 ] = (A[ x1−x0−1][ x2−x1−x0−1]+
A[ x1−x0−1][ x2−x1−x0 ] +A[ x1−x0−1][ x2−x1−x0 +1]+
A[ x1−x0 ] [ x2−x1−x0−1]+A[ x1−x0 ] [ x2−x1−x0 ] +
A[ x1−x0 ] [ x2−x1−x0 +1]+A[ x1−x0 + 1 ] [ x2−x1−x0−1]+










FA ={x1−x0, x2−x1−x0} OA ={t1−t0−T0+ 1� �� �
O2
, t2−t1−t0−T1−T0+ 2� �� �
O1
} E�A ={E2+Ctot2 , E1+Ctot1 }
CtA ={2,2}, CnA ={1,1} EA ={T1+T0−1� �� �
E2




Figure 7.(a) A skewed Seidel-2d kernel (b) The access footprint of aray A ignoring the constant terms (c) The footprint of aray A if we
take the constant terms into account.
Footprint OriginIt is a parametric expression denoted byOiforan arayi, that represents the lexicographicaly minimum value
of the access functionFifor each dimension under the domainof the tile.
Footprint ExtentsIt is a global parametric expression – depend-
ing only on tile sizes – denoted byEifor an arayi, and rep-resent the extent of the footprint’s bounding box along each di-
mension. It is used to alocate the local memory bufers and is
deﬁned as the diference between the lexicographicaly mini-
mum and maximum value of the access functionFialong eachdimension under the domain of the tile.
First, our code generation algorithm produces an API move-in
cal shown in Algorithm 3 for 2D accesses (similar methods are
provided for 1D and 3D accesses). Notice that Algorithm 3 assumes
that the size of the work-group i.e.BIsize, is smaler than the totalnumber of elements in the bufer and larger than the width of the
bufer. If the later assumption does not hold we simply round the
BIsizeat runtime to match it. Furthermore, note that the layout ofthe available threads is rearanged for each bufer according to lines
bla-bla.
Algorithm 3The default move-in procedure provided by the run-
time environment for a 2D arayithat occupies awi×hisectionof global memory.
1:bw ← ((E1+wu−1)/wu)·wu �Padded bufer width2:bh← E2 �Bufer height3:Stride← BIsize/bw4:procedureMOVEIN2D(Oi,Cni)5: t1← wi.xmodbw6: t2← wi.x/bw7: gl1← Oi.1 +t18: gl2← Oi.2 +t29: if(gl1−Cni.1< wi)and(gl1−Cni.1≥0)then10: while(gl2−Cni.2< hi)and(t2< bh)do11: if(gl2≥0)then12: buf f er[t2][t1] =global[gl2−Cni.2][gl1−Cni.1]13: end if
14: gl2← gl2+Stride15: t2← t2+Stride16: end while
17: end if
18:end procedure
If we now take the constant terms of the access into account
(Figure 7(c) the bounding box is enlarged according toCt. The
Algorithm 4The default move-out procedure provided by the
runtime environment for a 2D arayithat occupies awi×hisectionof global memory.
1:bw ← ((E1+wu−1)/wu)·wu �Padded bufer width2:bh← E2 �Bufer height3:Stride← BIsize/bw4:procedureMOVEOUT2D(Oi,Cni,Fi)5: t1← wi.xmodbw6: t2← wi.x/bw7: gl1← Oi.1 +t18: gl2← Oi.2 +t29: if(gl1−Cni.1< wi)and(gl1−Cni.1≥0)then10: while(gl2−Cni.2< hi)and(t2< bh)do11: if(gl2≥0)and(t1< E1)and(Fi)then12: global[gl2−Cni.2][gl1−Cni.1] =buf f er[t2][t1]13: end if
14: gl2← gl2+Stride15: t2← t2+Stride16: end while
17: end if
18:end procedure
actual footprint and its magniﬁcation due toCtwil only concern
us in the move-out API Algorithm 4. Notice that the move-out
algorithm difers from its move-in counterpart only by argumentFi
which is the condition that would efectively restrict the move-out
procedure to operate only on the actual footprint instead of the
entire bounding box. In practice,Fiis a conjunction of conditionson bufer coordinates and is characterized by the convex union of
the folowing set of afﬁne transformations (for ad-dimensional
access) applied to the bufer domain4.
FA(i) ={FA.1, . . . ,FA.i+Ct.i, . . . ,FA.d} fori∈[1.d]
FA(d+ 1) ={FA.1 +Ct.1, . . . ,FA.d+Ct.d}
The calculations for the footprint conditionsFcan be caried
out by deriving the footprint of each of the above access functions
for the bufer domain with a polyhedra scanning tool and then get
the convex union with a polyhedral library.
4The bufer domain is a tile domain for whichOi= 0across al dimen-sions.










































2: if(BB isclosed)then Lwhasbeenexceededbypreviousaddition
3: return
4: endif
5: Ei[1]←pad(Ei[1],Pi[1]) RoundheighttobeamultipleofPi[1]6: Ei[2]←pad(Ei[2],Pi[2]) RoundwidthtobeamultipleofPi[2]7: Etotal←Ei[1]·Ei[2] Totalelementsinbuﬀer8: BBbytes←BBbytes+Etotal Totalbytestobedynamicalyalocated
9: if(BBbytes>Lw)then
10: CloseBB andreturn Nomoreadditionsalowed
11: endif
12: AdjustBIsizeaccordingtoEtotalorEi[2] Optional13: if(Ei[2]>BIsize)then14: thiw←BIsize15: else
16: thiw←Ei[2]17: endif






















1:procedureMoveIn2DGeneric(Oi,Cni,Bi,bi)2: l1←wi.x/thiw, l2←wi.xmodthiw Recovernewthreadlayout3: g1←Oi[1]−Cnegi [1]+l1, g2←Oi[2]−Cnegi [2]+l2 Recoverglobalpositionofbuﬀer4: while(g1<bi[1])and(l1<Ei[1])do Heighttraversal5: if(g1≥0)then
6: while(g2<bi[2])and(l2<Ei[2])do Widthtraversal7: if(g2≥0)then
8: buffer[l1][l2]=global[g1][g2]
9: endif
10: g2←g2+thiw11: l2←l2+thiw12: endwhile
13: endif










10: g2←g2+thiw11: l2←l2+thiw12: endwhile
13: endif















































































































100 Chapter 6. Parametric GPU Code Generation for Static Control Programs
a generic form of the produced host and device code both of which provide a clear outline of













13: for eachw∈ Wdo











Al capitalized functions in Figures6.11and6.12constitute the platform-independent runtime
environment6that supports the inspector-executor mechanisms as wel as the data-movement
procedures and the tile/intra-tile recovery methods that reside on the device code. In particular,
the latter are using the built-inglwandgliindex variables to access the tile and thread-bucket
entries which have been transferred to concurrent data structures by the host code. More
speciﬁcaly, the tile-bucket entries are stored in global memory and the thread-bucket entries
are stored in image-memory while the buﬀer-bucket entries are stored in constant memory. The
condition in Line 23 of the intra-tile wavefront code simply checks whether the corresponding
thread-bucket entry is negative or not. The same condition is found on non-wavefront device
code as wel in case we have increased the number of threads to facilitate more eﬃcient data-
movement procedures.
The simplicity and robustness of the code generation algorithm indicates that manual code
















6.5. PuttingItAl Together 101
5.5. Code Generation and Implementation 85
1:Rectangularly Paralel Intra-Tile Execution
2:RecoverTileCoordinates
3:RecoverIntraTileCoordinates �The paralel ones




8: MoveIn(n,On,Cnegn ,bn)9: Synchronize
10: if(ValidThread)then�Optional
11: if(FullTile)then
12: Pf ullintra(n) �Computation withnbuﬀers13: else
















32: Pf ullintra(n) �Computation withnbuﬀers33: else




































Compute Processing Local Peak PeakCompute Compute CUDA
Units Elements Memory Bandwidth Performance Capability
(Cores) (KB) (GB/s) (GFLOPS-SP)
GTX280 10 240 16 141.7 622.1 1.3 4.2
GT540M 2 96 48 28.8 258 2.1 4.2
GTX580 16 512 48 192 1581 2.1 4.2
M2070 14 448 48 150 1030 2.0 4.2.9






























































































































































































































(c) no local memory with thread bucket
(d) local memory with unroling optimization using thread bucket
Figure 5.12: dgemm 2k
GTX280
(a)Nolocalmemoryused. Worstexecutiontime0.702sec




































(b) Relative run-ime overhad for each conﬁguration point of (a).
Figure6.13: Performance proﬁles and relative overhead of matrix-multiplication on GTX280
for a2k×2k×2kproblem without using thread buckets. Each point of (a) and (c) is normalized
with worst execution time. The dashed red lines of (b) and (d) represent the global average














































































(c) no local memory wth threadbucke
(d) local memory with unroling optimization using thread bucket
Figure 5.12: dgemm 2k
6%.
(c) Withlocalmemory. Worstexcutintime0.612sec























































































































(a) no local memory and no thread-bucket









































(c) no local memory with thread bucket
(d) local memory with unroling optimization using thread bucket
Figure 5.12: dgemm 2k
(e)Nolocalmemoryused. Worstexecutiontime2.


























































































































































Figure 5.14: dgemm 2k
GT540M
(a)Nolocalmemoryused. Worstexecutiontime2.909sec





































(b) Relative overhead for each conﬁguration point of (a). Average overhead 6.6%.
Figure 6.16: Performance proﬁles and relative overhead of matrix-multiplication on GT540M
for a 2k×2k×2kproblem without using thread buckets. Each point of (a) and (c) is normalized
with worst execution time. The dashed red lines of (b) and (d) represent the global average
run-time overhead for the entire conﬁguration space.
.
(b)Relativeoverheadforeachconﬁgurationpointof(a).Averageoverhead6.









































Figure 5.13: performance histogram




















Figure 5.14: dgemm 2k
6%.
(c) Withlocalmemory. Wrstexcutiontime2.467sec
























































































































(a) no local memory and no thread-bucket

































































































































































Figure 5.16: dgemm 2k
GTX580
(a)Nolocalmemory. Worstexecutiontime0.261sec




































(b) Relative overhead for each conﬁguration point of (a). Average overhead−8.4%.
Figure 6.19: Performance proﬁles and relative overhead of matrix-multiplication on GTX580
for a 2k×2k×2kproblem without using thread buckets. Each point of (a) and (c) is normalized
with worst execution time. The dashed red lines of (b) and (d) represent the global average
run-time overhead for the entire conﬁguration space.
.
(b)Relativeoverheadforeachconﬁgurationpointof(a).Averageoverhead−8.










































Figure 5.15: performance histogram



















Figure 5.16: dgemm 2k
4%.
(c) Withlocalmemory. Worstexcutintime0.234sec
























































































































(a) no local memory and no thread-bucket





















Figure 5.16: dgemm 2k
(e)Nolocalmemoryused. Worstexecutiontime0.927sec




























































(b) with local memory and no thread bucket




































































































Figure 5.18: dgemm 2k
K20c
(a)Nolocalmemory. Worstexecutiontime0.333sec







































(b) Relative overhead for each conﬁguration point of (a). Average overhead−7.4%.
Figure 6.22: Performance proﬁles and relative overhead of matrix-multiplication on GTX580
for a 2k×2k×2kproblem without using thread buckets. Each point of (a) and (c) is normalized
with worst execution time. The dashed red lines of (b) and (d) represent the global average
















































































































































































(a) no local memory and no thread-bucket





















Figure 5.18: dgemm 2k
(e)Nolocalmemory. Worstexecutiontime1.856sec


































































































GTX280 GT540M GTX580 K20c
ppcg ptileGPU ppcg ptileGPU ppcg ptileGPU ppcg ptileGPU





















































Tile Bucket – BT Thread Bucket – BI Bufer Bucket – B 
Dynamic population of buckets (inspector-executor) 
Kernel Invocation (BT, BI, BB) 
Tile Bucket – BT 
• Amount and layout of 
work-groups 
• Per-work-group entries 
Thread Bucket – BI 
• Amount and layout of 
threads per work-group 
• Per-thread entries 
Execution Environment 
Available Bufers 
Bufer Bucket – BB 
• i entries where iϵ[0.N] 




• No bufers 
Kernel(i) 
• i bufers 
Kernel(N) 
• Al bufers 
















































E(0,1) E(0,0) E(0,2) 
Entry(0) tag(0) 
E(1,1) E(1,0) E(1,2) 
Entry(1) tag(1) 
E(2,1) E(2,0) E(2,2) 
Entry(2) tag(0) 
E(3,1) E(3,0) E(3,2) 
Entry(3) tag(1) 




E(0,0) E(1,0) E(2,0) E(3,0) E(4,0) E(0,1) E(1,1) E(2,1) E(3,1) E(4,1) E(0,2) E(1,2) E(2,2) E(3,2) E(4,2) 
device_bucket[0] device_bucket[1] device_bucket[2] 
alloc_size Each entry accessed using glw 









































/∗ Device Code ∗/
global void transposeDiagonal(float ∗odata,
float ∗idata, int width, int height, int nreps)
{
shared float tile[TILEDIM][TILE DIM+1];
int blockIdx x, blockIdx y;
// diagonal reordering
if (width == height) {
blockIdx y = blockIdx.x;
blockIdx x = (blockIdx.x+blockIdx.y)%gridDim.x;
} else {
int bid = blockIdx.x + gridDim.x∗blockIdx.y;
blockIdx y = bid%gridDim.y;
blockIdx x = ((bid/gridDim.y)+blockIdx y)%gridDim.x;
}
int xIndex = blockIdx x∗TILE DIM + threadIdx.x;
int yIndex = blockIdx y∗TILE DIM + threadIdx.y;
int indexin = xIndex + (yIndex)∗width;
xIndex = blockIdx y∗TILE DIM + threadIdx.x;
yIndex = blockIdx x∗TILE DIM + threadIdx.y;
int indexout = xIndex + (yIndex)∗height;
/∗ Computation ∗/
}




(dodata, d idata, sizex, size y, NUMREPS);
/∗ Device Code ∗/
global void transposeDiagonal(float ∗odata,
float ∗idata, int width, int height, int nreps,
int∗ BT 0, int∗ BT 1)
{
shared float tile[TILEDIM][TILE DIM+1];
TILEBUCKET(0,blockIdx x)
TILEBUCKET(1,blockIdx y)
int xIndex = blockIdx x + threadIdx.x;
int yIndex = blockIdx y + threadIdx.y;
int indexin = xIndex + (yIndex)∗width;
xIndex = blockIdx y + threadIdx.x;
yIndex = blockIdx x + threadIdx.y;
int indexout = xIndex + (yIndex)∗height;
/∗ Computation (remains the same) ∗/
}
/∗ Host Code ∗/
tileBucket ∗ BT = alloc tile bucket(0,2);
for ( int i = 0 ; i< g2 ; i++ ) {
for ( int j = 0 ; i< g1 ; j++ ) {
if ( width == height ) {
val1 = j; val2 = (i+j)%gridDim.x;
} else {










(dodata, d idata, sizex, size y, NUMREPS,































E(0,0) E(0,1) E(0,2) 
E(1,0) E(1,1) E(1,2) 
E(2,0) E(2,1) E(2,2) 
gli 
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dataset Kernels invocations work-groups work-groups elements/entry
(Total) (Total) (Average) (Average)
bfs 1M 1 1999 14674 7.3 1
cutcp large 1 26 70304 2704 7
histo large 4 10000 3670000 367 2.5





Avelas Original Avelas Original Avelas Original
bfs 0.44 0.17 0.52 0.15 0.57 0.17
cutcp 4.28 4.25 0.74 0.76 0.30 0.29
histo 198.6 200.2 64.1 63.2 62.0 61.48




















const int flatIdx = threadIdx.z∗blockDim.y∗blockDim.x+
threadIdx.y∗blockDim.x+threadIdx.x;
// figure out starting point of the tile
const int z0 = blockDim.z∗(blockIdx.y/(gridSize c[1]/blockDim.y));
const int y0 = blockDim.y∗(blockIdx.y%(gridSize c[1]/blockDim.y));
const int x0 = blockIdx.x∗blockDim.x;
const int X = x0+threadIdx.x;
const int Y = y0+threadIdx.y;
const int Z = z0+threadIdx.z;
const int xl = x0−ceil(cutoff c);
const int xL = (xl < 0) ? 0 : xl;
const int xh = x0+blockDim.x+cutoff c;
const int xH = (xh>= gridSize c[0]) ? gridSize c[0]−1 : xh;
const int yl = y0−ceil(cutoff c);
const int yL = (yl < 0) ? 0 : yl;
const int yh = y0+blockDim.y+cutoff c;
const int yH = (yh>= gridSize c[1]) ? gridSize c[1]−1 : yh;
const int zl = z0−ceil(cutoff c);
const int zL = (zl < 0) ? 0 : zl;
const int zh = z0+blockDim.z+cutoff c;
const int zH = (zh>= gridSize c[2]) ? gridSize c[2]−1 : zh;













const int flatIdx = threadIdx.z∗t1+
threadIdx.y∗t2+
threadIdx.x;
const int X = x0+threadIdx.x;
const int Y = y0+threadIdx.y;
const int Z = z0+threadIdx.z;
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